
BOTH hard work and strategies are required to
grow and improve. Most athletes are willing to
work hard to train, but most athletes aren’t as
willing to try new strategies. Do you have the
courage to try new strategies and tools to
strengthen your confidence, resilience and
performance?

Watch for More

Click for More

How to Enhance Player & Coach Communication

The Brains Negative Bias
It’s really important that you and your players
realize that the brain is hardwired to overly focus
on the negative. This isn’t a ‘you’ issue, this is a
‘brain’ issue. And now that you know this, you may
be less apt to label a player as “negative.” We can
learn to train our brain to have more confidence,
conquer setbacks and elevate performance.
EVERYBODY CAN!

Watch for More

Stop Fearing Mistakes
Whether you're 7 or 17 this is making a mistake
is one of the most common worries for youth
players today. It makes a lot of sense if we think
about how our brains are hardwired to notice
the negative and what could go the wrong way
more than the positive and what could go well.

Instilling A Growth Mindset
HARDWORK + STRATEGIES = GROWTH

https://soccerresilience.com/
https://www.ncsoccer.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrU2bMzByWQ&t=14s
https://soccerresilience.com/news/growth-mindset-how-to-instill-it-in-others
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsppVcwBzO0


“Soccer Resilience FC is a complete mental
training resource for players, coaches, and
parents that will equip YOU with the tools,
strategies, and know-how to dramatically change
your game & life.” 

Michelle Betos-Gotham FC Goal Keeper

Follow Soccer Resilience

Click Here for More

NCYSA + S|R Replay
It’s really important that you and your players
realize that the brain is hardwired to overly focus
on the negative. This isn’t a ‘you’ issue, this is a
‘brain’ issue. And now that you know this, you may
be less apt to label a player as “negative.” We can
learn to train our brain to have more confidence,
conquer setbacks and elevate performance.
EVERYBODY CAN!

Watch for More

Join Soccer Resilience FC

CODE: NCYSA50OFF

As part of our partnership with Charlotte
Independence, we recently held a mental
fitness session with all of their coaches,
Soccer Resilience founder Wells
Thompson, and current pros Brianna
Pinto, Brandt Bronico, and George Marks.
Check it out!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXD1biuJhIY
https://vimeo.com/790998633/4f61b6a4ec
https://soccerresilience.com/
https://www.ncsoccer.org/
https://mailchi.mp/669d6da11737/firsttouch
https://soccerresilience.com/clubs
https://twitter.com/soccerresilient
https://www.instagram.com/soccerresilience/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/@SoccerResilience
https://www.facebook.com/SoccerResilience/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXD1biuJhIY
https://soccerresilience.com/clubs
https://vimeo.com/790998633/4f61b6a4ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXD1biuJhIY

